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ABSTRACT 
We give the complete solution of a problem which reads in its simplest form as 
follows: Let T(a) be a block Toeplitz operator with piecewise continuous generating 
function and A n := T,(a) be the finite sections of this operator. Describe all se- 
quences {Bn} belonging to the algebra ,~' which is generated by all the sequences 
{T~(a)} with a piecewise continuous, and fulfilling the conditions {A n B n A n - A n} 
G, {BnAnB n - Bn} ~ G, {(BnA~)* - BnA~} ~ G, {(AnBn)* - AnB,~} E G, where 
G cd  denotes the collection of all sequences (C n) with IICnll ~ 0 as n tends to 
infinity, and T(a) is supposed to be Fredholm. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let PC denote the C*-algebra of all piecewise continuous functions 
def ined on the unit circle 71- := {z ~ C: l z l  = 1}, and let (PC)N× N be the 
C*-algebra of all N × N matrices with entries from PC. We shall mainly deal 
with the question how to approximate the Moore-Penrose inverse of the 
Toeplitz operator T(a) acting on the space l~, where a ~ (PC)N× N and the 
operator T(a) is supposed to be Fredholm. 
* This research was supported in part by the HCM project ROLLS under contract 
CHRX-CT93-0416. 
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Recall that the Moore-Penrose inverse of a normally solvable operator A 
acting on some Hilbert space ~ is the unique operator A ÷ fulfilling the 
equations 
AA+A = A, A+AA += A +, 
(A+A) * =A+A, (AA+) * =AA +. 
(1.1) 
The meaning of A + is given by the fact that A+b coincides with the 
pseudosolution of the equation Ax = b, that is, with the vector x ~,,~ for 
which IIAx - bH and Ilxll become minimal. 
The first idea to approximate T(a) ÷ is the following: Take the finite 
sections Tn(a) of T(a), form the Moore-Penrose inverses Tn(a) ÷ of T,,(a), 
and ask for the strong convergence of Tn(a) + to T(a) +. The following 
example shows that this convergence fails in general (see also [4]): Suppose 
a(t) is defined by 
0 t 1+6 " 
Then, for 161 < 1, the finite sections T,,(a) are nonsingular and we obtain 
IIT,,(a)-ll[ --* ~ as n ~ ~. 
The paper by G. Heinig and F. Hellinger [4] is likely the first paper to try 
to clarify under what conditions Tn(a) + converges trongly to T(a) + for a 
belonging to the Wiener class. Their result will be recovered (Theorem 3.2 
below) and generalized. However, that is not the main aim of this paper. We 
shall merely consider how to construct from the sequence {Tn(a)} a new 
sequence {B n} that converges strongly to T(a) +. 
In some sense such a question has been answered, for instance, in the 
paper [5], for Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. Toeplitz 
operators, however, are quite different o Fredholm integral operators (of the 
second kind); notice that the spectrum of a scalar Toeplitz operator is in any 
case connected. Therefore, we have to find a precise formulation of our 
problem and to find out methods for its investigation. 
The baby version of the problem reads as follows: Let A n :=  Zn(a) ,
n ~ ~, be the finite sections of the Toeplitz operator T(a) with a ~ (PC)Nx zv. 
Suppose T(a) to be Fredholm. Find (possibly all) sequences {Bn} of 
(n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices uch that: 
(i) The sequence {B n} converges strongly to some operator B. (Here we 
identify matrices with operators according to the convention given in the 
second section.) 
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(ii) The sequence {Bn} fulfils the relations 
{AnB~A. )  -- {A.} E G, 
tS°A ,8 .}  - {8,,)  c ,  (1.9.) 
{( AnBn)*  ) -- { AnBn} ~ G,  
{(BnAo)* ) - {BnAn} ~ G,  
where G is the collection of all sequences {C n} of (n + 1)×(n  + 1) 
matrices with ]]Coil -~ 0 as n ~ oo. 
Clearly, each sequence {B n} fulfilling conditions (i) and (ii) converges 
strongly to T(a)  +. On the other hand, if Tn(a) + converges trongly to T(a)  + 
then the sequence {Tn(a) + } is a solution of the problem (i), (ii). In the light of 
the above example it is surprising that the problem (i), (ii) always has a 
solution. 
A mild additional requirement ensures that any two solutions {B,} and 
{D,} differ only by a sequence belonging to G. 
The paper consists of six sections. The second section is devoted to some 
problems concerning the finite-section method. The main tool is a C*-alge- 
bra approach which has its roots in the papers [6, 8] and [2]. This material is 
of exceptional importance in studying the problem (i), (ii) and its generaliza- 
tion. In particular, the notion of the stability symbol introduced by the author 
(for instance) in [9] is crucial. 
On the basis of the second section we investigate our problem in the third 
section. In Sections 4 and 5 we consider similar problems for the Wiener-Hopf 
integral and singular equations (of Cauchy type). 
Finally, in Section 6 we briefly discuss in what directions the investiga- 
tions can be (and should be) continued. 
2. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS AND THEIR FINITE SECTIONS 
I~t l~ denote the Hilbert space of all sequences {xi}i~+, Y+:= {k 
Y :k  >/0},where x i ~ C u and 
lit x,} II 2 2 --= x~ll < 
i= 
(]]xi]] refers to the familiar euclidean norm in cN.) Given an N X N 
matrix-valued function a ~ L=(T)NxN (T  := {Z ~ C: [z] = 1}), denote the 
sequence of its Fourier coefficients by {an) n ~ 2-- 
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The Toeplitz operator T(a): l~ ~ 12n is defined by {x i} ~ {Yt}, 
y,= Ea j37j (2.1) 
j=0 
We have T(a) ~..~(l~) and IIT(a)ll = Ilall~ [3]. Here, for a Hilbert space ~,  
we denote by Sa(,~ the C *-algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on 
X. Further, let o~GT() c2( ,U)  stand for the closed two-sided ideal of all 
compact operators. Now introduce operators P, and W n on l~ by 
en{ XO, 371 . . . . .  37 . . . . .  ) = {370 . . . . .  37n, 0 . . . .  1, 
Wn{370,371 . . . . .  37 . . . . .  } = {Xn, Xn-1 . . . . .  X0 ,0  . . . .  }"  
Obviously, Pr,, Wn ~2( l~)  and 
= e , , ,  = en  
In what follows we will identify operators acting on im Pn or on l 2 
(N = 1) with their matrix representation in the standard basis of im Pn or I z, 
respectively. We proceed analogously in case N > 1. For n ~ 7/+ the finite 
section Tn(a) of T(a) is defined by 
Tn(a ) := P,,T(a)P,. 
The matrix representation f Tn(a) is given by the finite block Toeplitz matrix 
n 
(ai-j)i. j=0, 
whereas the underlying matrix representation f T(a) is given by the infinite 
Toeplitz matrix 
(a i - j )~ , j -o"  
Let 5 r denote the collection of all operator sequences {An}n~z+ with 
A n ~.ZF(im Pn) and 
I1{ An} II := supllAnll < ~. (2.2) 
n 
With the operations {A,,} + { B,,} = { A,, + Bn}, { A,}{ B n} = { A n Bn}, A{ A n} = 
{aAn}, {A,}* = {A*} and the norm (2.2), ~r becomes a C*-algebra. 
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First of all, recall that a sequence {An} ~ 3- is  called norm stable if the 
operators A n :im Pn--* im Pn are invertible for n large enough (say for 
n >t n 0) and 
sup IIAZ~II < ~. 
n~no 
If, in addition, A n converges trongly to some invertible operator A, 
s-lim A,, = A, 
then A~ 1 converges trongly to A- 1. 
Note the following 
COROLLARY" 2.1. {A n} ~ is norm stable if and only if the coset 
{A,} + G is invertible in Jr/G, where G stands for the closed two-sided ideal 
in o~r formed by all sequences {Cn} with IIC.II ~ 0 [3]. 
Now consider the smallest C*-subalgebra ~ c J  containing all se- 
quences {Tn(a)} with a ~ (PC)N× N. The algebra ~¢ has a lot of remarkable 
properties which will be of decisive importance in studying the problem 
formulated in the introduction. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [2, 3]. Let K1, K 2 ~( l~¢)  and {C n} ~ G. Then 
{englen q- Wng2Wn --}- Cn} E3~. (2.3) 
Moreover, all sequences (2.3) form a closed two-sided ideal j in 5~'. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For each sequence {A,} ~ 5~ ¢there exist s-lira A,  and 
s-lira W~ AnW n. In particular, WnT,(a)W n = T~(~) and s-lira WnT,(a)W . = 
T(~) (where ~(t):= a(1/t)), and s- l imWnKW n = 0 for each compact 
operator. 
Now we formulate a theorem, which is completely proved in [2] and 
in ([8]). This theorem was, however, not explicitly stated there, but it is a 
direct consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 in [2]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let { An} ~ 3~ be arbitrarily given. 
(a) Then the sequence {An} is norra stable if and only if the operators 
s-lim A n and s-lim W, AnW n are invertible. 
(b) I f  the operator s-lim A,  is Fredholm, then so is s-lim W n AnW n. 
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Now it is easy to see that the mappings 
{ a,,} ~ s-lim A,,, { An} ~ s-lim W n A.W. 
are C*-homomorphisms of the C*-algebra 5g into Sa(l~), which we denote 
by ~ and 7fz, respectively. Therefore, the mapping 
smb: { An} '--+ (~Ux{ A.}, ~g¢"2{ An} ) 
is a C*-algebra homomorphism of the C*-algebra a ¢ into the C*-algebra 
.9' 2 :=.9'(l~) ~.9'(1~), the direct sum of two copies of _9'(1~), with the norm 
I~(n, C)ll = max{llBIL, IICII}. 
The image of a ¢ under this homomorphism smb is denoted by smb a¢. 
The element stub{ An} is called the stability symbol of { A,}. 
THEOREM 2.2 [9]. The algebras ag/G and smba¢ are isometrically 
isomorphic. The isomorphism is given by 
{ A.} + G ~-+ (7//1{ A.},7/"2{ A.}) = smb{ An}. 
The proof of this assertion is based on Corollary 2.1, Theorem 2.1, and 
some facts from the elementary theory of C*-algebras (if a C*-homomor- 
phism preserves pectra, then it also preserves norms). 
We will exploit both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in the next section. Here we 
give an unexpected corollary of Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For each sequence {A,} Gag the sequence {11 An[l} con- 
verges and its limit is equal to Ilsmb{A=}ll, 
lim II An][ = I[smb{ An}l[. 
n- -+~ 
Proof. The estimate Ilsmb{A,}[I ~< l im,~inf l lA , I I  is obvious by the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
Next we prove lim supn_~llAn[I ~< I[smb{A,}[[, whence the assertion fol- 
lows. Suppose for definitness that Ilsmb{A,}ll = II~;¢q{An}ll. For any 6 > 0 
there exists a sequence {C,} ~ G such that 
IIAnll- Ilfdl ~< supllA, + C, l l--I I{&} + {c.}ll 
-< I1 1{ An} II + 
Passing to the upper limit gives limsupl[A,[[ ~< IIgCx{A,}ll + ~, and we are 
done. • 
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Corollary 2.2 explicitly occurs for the first time in a recent paper of 
A. B6ttcher [1], where he wrote that it is already (very) implicitly contained 
in [9]. The proof of Corollary 2.2 shows how implicit it is. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC MOORE-PENROSE INVERSION OF TOEPLITZ 
OPERATORS 
First of all we mention the following fact, which is well known. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) A E.~(¢~¢¢) is Moore-Penrose invertible. 
(ii) A*A + Pker A is invertible. 
I f  A is Moore-Penrose invertible, then its Moore-Penrose inverse A ÷ is given 
by 
A += (A*A + ekerA)-lA *, 
where Pker A refers to the orthoprojection onto ker A. 
In order to formulate a generalized version of the problem (i), (ii) from 
the introduction, we need some further definitions. First, let ~ c.9~(l~) 
denote the smallest C*-subalgebra containing all Toeplitz operators T(a) 
with a ~ (PC)Nx N. We have (for instance [3]) 
DEFINITION 3.1. We call a sequence {A,} ~ai'defining for the operator 
A ~ '  if 
s-lira A n = A. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let {A,} ~,a¢ be defining for A ~ ~ and denote 
~F'2{ An} by ~. Then the sequence {D R} ~ a¢', 
D n = A*A .  + PnPkeraPn + WnPker~ Wn, 
is norm stable if A is Fredholm. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1 we need only to prove that 7fl{D .} and 7~2{D .} 
are invertible (equivalently, that smb{D n} is invertible in smb ~¢). 
We get 
~1{ D.} = A*A + Pker A, 
D.} = a*a  + Vker a" 
Because ,4 as well as A is Fredholm [Theorem 2.1(b)], the invertibility of 
these operators is obvious. • 
Now we formulate the main problem: Let {A n} ~5t/ be defining for 
A E ~', and let A be Fredholm. Describe all sequences { Bn} ~ 5g having the 
following properties: 
{A, ,B .a .}  - {an} C, 
{B.A .B .}  - {B.} E G, 
{(A.B.)*} - { A.B.} E G, 
(3.1) 
{(B. Ar,)* } - {B.A,,} E G. 
Next we state and prove a theorem which gives a complete answer. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {A.} ~¢" be defining for A E~' ,  and let A be 
Fredholm. Then the problem (3.1) possesses a solution {B.} ~¢;  one of the 
solutions is given by { B, °} ~ zg, where for n large enough 
B 0 = ( A*nA n A- PnekerAPn q- WnPker~Wn) -1 An;* (3.2) 
and for any solutions {B,,}, {C,} E~ we have 
{B.} - {C.} E G. 
Proof. First of all, the sequence (3.2) belongs to .~¢, since Pker a and 
Pker,;, are finite-dimensional [Theorem 2.1(b) and Proposition 2.1]. Next we 
show that {B °} fulfils (3.1). The symbol of {B °} is clearly 
(( A*A + PkerA) 1A*,( "~*'~ + PkerA) -1X*) =: (B°, B°) • 
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Therefore, we get 
smb{ A n B, OA n -- An} = ( AB°A - A, .~o~_  i ) ,  
S 0 0 mb{B.A,,B.  - B °} = (B°AB ° -  B°,B°.4B ° -  ~o), 
smb{(B°A,) * -  BOA,} = ( (B°A)  * -  B°A, (/3oA) * -  /3°A), 
(3.3) 
smb{(AnB°n) * -- AnB °} = ( (AB°)  * - AB °, (?~/~o), _ ~/~o). 
Since B ° and /~0 are the Moore-Penrose inverses of A and A, respectively 
(by Proposition 3.1), we obtain that all symbols are equal to zero. By 
Theorem 2.2 this is equivalent to the fact that (3.1) is fulfilled with {B °} 
instead of {B,}. Thus, we have proved that {B °} is one of the solutions to the 
problem (3.1). Now let {B,} and {C n} be two sequences from ,a¢ fulfilling 
(3.1). Set B = ~{B,}, B = 7f2{Bn}, C = 7f~{Cn}, C = 7f2{C,}. Then the 
relations (3.3) are in force with {B n} or {C n} instead of {B °} and B and C 
instead of B °, respectively. We get also from (3.1) that B and C fulfil (1.1), 
which means B = C. Analogously one proves B = C. Therefore, the symbols 
of {B,} and {C,} coincide, and 
by Theorem 2.2. • 
Now we are going to formulate a result which is of its own interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let T(a)  be Fredholm (a ~ (PC)NxN). I f  there is an 
n o such that 
ker T(a)  c im P,,o' ker T(~) c im P%, 
then for  n large enough, 
Pker T.(a) = Pker T(a) "}- Wn Vker T(g)Wn " (3.4) 
Proof. Denote the operator on the right-hand side of (3.4) by S,,. We 
claim that 
im S n c im Pker T.(a) 
for n large enough. 
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First of all, WnPkerT . (a )W n is an orthoprojection for n >/no: 
(Wn Pker T.(d)Wn) 2 = Wn Pker T,,(g) Pn Pker T.(a)Wn 
= Wn Pker T.(8)Wn • 
Now we show that S~ is also an orthoprojection if n > 2n 0. We need only to 
prove that 
PkerT(a)(WnPkerT(~)Wn) = (WnPkerT,,(a)Wn)PkerT(a) = 0 (3.5) 
(n > 2n0). The equality (3.5) itself is a direct consequence of Pkerr(a) = 
PnoPker T(a) = PkerT(a)Pno and the same relation for Pk~ T(a)" 
The next step is to verify that im S,, c kerT~(a) for n > 2n 0. Take 
x ~ im Pk~r T(~)" Then 
PnT(a) P,,x = P,,T(a)x = O, 
and therefore im Pker T(a) C im Pker T.(a)" 
Suppose now x ~ im W,, Pker T(a)W,v Then there exists an element y such 
that x = W. Pker T(a)Wn Y" So we have 
P,,T(a)P~x = W~W,,T(a)W.W,,x 
= W, f (  8 )W n x = W.T(~t) P~ Pke~ To)W. Y 
= Wn(T(a)  PkerW(a)Wny) = O, 
and im WnPkerr(a)Wn C im Pker T.(~)" Thus, im Sn c im PkerT.(a) for n > 2n 0. 
The equality im S. = im PkerW (.) for n large enough follows now from the 
norm stability of the sequence (D,} (compare Proposition 3.2). • 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the conditions of Proposition 3.3 be fulfilled. Then 
the Moore-Penrose inverses of Tn(a) converge strongly to the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of T( a). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 3.1-3.3. • 
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Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.2 are generalizations of related results 
from [4]. However, the methods of investigation are completely different. 
Heinig and Hellinger singled out some classes of Toeplitz operators with 
generating functions belonging to the Wiener class WN×N, for which the 
assertion of Theorem 3.2 is in force. It is not hard to see that in each case 
considered in [4] the conditions of Proposition 3.3 are fulfilled. Moreover, 
there are further classes of Toeplitz operators fulfilling the conditions of 
Proposition 3.3 which are not included in the investigations of [4]. 
CONJECTURE. The kernel condition of Theorem 3.2 is also necessary. 
(For the scalar case this conjecture was proved in [4].) 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.2 be in force. Then the 
(generalized) condition umbers of Tn( a) converge to IIT(a)ll Ilsmb{Tn(a)+}ll, 
where T, ( a ) + denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of Tn ( a ). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC MOORE-PENROSE INVERSION FOR WIENER- 
HOPF INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Let L~(0, ~) denote the collection of all vectors the N components of 
which belong to L2(0, ~). It is clearly a Banach space. The Wiener-Hopf 
operator W(a) generated by a function a ~ L~× N is the bounded operator 
on L~v(0, ~) defined by 
~ oo  
(W(a)~o)(x) = 9-~f_~oe-'~a( ~)fo e - i t~( t )  dtd~ (0 < x < ~).  
If a is of the form a(~ c) = c +/((~:)  with c ~ C and K ~ LI(R) (/( denotes 
the familiar Fourier transform of K), then W(a) is given by the well-known 
formula 
(W(a)¢) (x )  = c~p(x) + fo K(x - t)~p(t) dt (0 < x < ~).  
We shall briefly discuss the fact that the results of the last section remain 
true if a ~ (PC)~× N. The class PC c L~(~) consists by definition of all 
functions a on R having one-sided limits a(~: + 0) and a(s c - 0) at each 
point ~: ~ ~ and possessing finite limits a(~) and a ( -  ~). 
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Introduce the projections 
(P~f)(x) = I f(x) '  
[0, 
O<x<' r ,  
T<X,  
and the flip operators 
I f ( r -  x), 0 < x < r, (w~f ) (x )  
1,0, r<x .  
Obviously, P~ and W~ belong to .~(L~v (0, oo)) for any r > 0. 
If A ~_9"(L~(0,~)) is arbitrarily given, then P¢AP¢ is called a finite 
section of A. 
In accordance with Section 2, we introduce the collection a¢ of all 
families {A¢} generated by {W~(a)}, where W~(a):= P~W(a)P~ and a 
(PC)N× N. One can assume that the ideal J//'= {{A~} : IIA~II ~ 0 as r --+ m} is 
already included in a¢'. Otherwise we add J/~ to ag and this will not cause 
difficulties because the underlying algebras are C*-algebras. 
Notice that the Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 remain true also 
in the case under consideration. In particular we get that the mappings 
{ A~} ~ s-lim A r , { A~} ~ s-lim W~ A~WT 
are C*-homomorphisms of the C*-algebra ae into -9"(L~v(0, aa)), which we 
denote also by 7f 1 and, 7¢" 2 respectively. Therefore, the mapping 
is a C*-algebra homomorphism of the C*-algebra a¢ into the C*-algebra 
-9" 2 :=.g~(L~(0,~))~.EF(L~v(0, oo)). The image of a¢ under this homomor- 
phism smb is denoted by smb a¢. The element stub{ A¢} is called the stability 
symbol of { A~}. 
THEOREM 4.1. The algebras aC/JY and smba¢' are isometricaEy isomor- 
phic. The isomorphism is given by 
{A~} +J//'~-+ (7~e'l{ AT},Tf2{A~}) = smb{Ar}. 
The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 2.2. 
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COROLLARY 4.1, For each sequence {A~} ~ ~ the sequence {11A~ I[} con- 
verges, and its limit is equal to Ilsmb{A~}ll ( im~ _, ~ II A~II = Ilsmb{ A~}II). 
The main problem we are interested in is the following: Let { A~} ~ ~ be 
defining for A ~ ~ (~'  defined analogously in Section 3), and let A be 
Fredholm. Describe all sequences { By} E ~¢ having the properties 
{ A~.B,~A~.} - {A~} ~v"  
{ B~.A.~B~} -- {B~} ~.///', 
{(B~A~)*} - {B.~A.~} ~./g', 
(4.1) 
{(A~B~)*} -- { A~.B,~} ~Jl z. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let { AT} ~ ~" be defining for A ~ ~,  and let A be 
Fredholm. Then the problem (4.1) possesses solutions {By} Gd,  one of which 
is given by { B °} ~ ~', where for z large enough, 
B ° = ( A*~A~. + P~,Pk~rAPT + W~.PkerXW~, ) -1 A*. 
Further, any two solutions {B~}, {C~} ~¢ differ by a sequence belonging 
to ~.  
Proof. Repeat he proof of Theorem 3.1. • 
THEOREM 4.3. Let W(a) be Fredholm, a ~ (PC)N×.~. Suppose there is 
a r o such that ker W(a) c im P~0' ker W(5) _c im P~o" Then we have 
(1) ekerW.(a) = PkerW(a) + WrekerW(5)Wr for z large enough. 
(2) The Moore-Penrose inverses of WT(a) converge strongly to the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of W( a). 
5. ASYMPTOTIC MOORE-PENROSE INVERSION OF SINGULAR 
INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Consider singular integral operators, 
A = aI + bS (5.1) 
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on the space L~(-g), where a and b are continuous matrix-valued functions 
and S is defined by 
i 
= - - /  
rr i J1Tr - - t  
where the integral is understood in the sense of the principal value. Introduce 
the projections P, by 
and the flip opertors W. by 
E ak tk = E ak tk 
- -oo  - -  ~1 
a_ l  t -n  + a_2t  -n+l  + ... +a  n t -1  
+ aotn + a l tn -1  + ... +a , .  
In accordance with Section 2, we introduce the collection ag of all sequences 
{A n} generated by {P, AP,}, where A is given by (5.1). One can assume again 
that a¢ contains the closed two-sided ideal G consisting of all sequences 
which tend in the norm to zero. 
Notice that the Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 remain valid 
also in the case under consideration. In particular we get that the mappings 
{ An} ,-~ s-lim A,, { A,,} ~ s-lim W, A ,W n 
are C*-homomorphisms of the C*-algebra ag into S~(L~v(~-)), which we 
denote also by ~/~a nd :g¢'2, respectively. Thus, the mapping 
: smb: { A,,} ~ (~1{ An}, ~¥'2{ A.}) 
is a C*-algebra homomorphism of the C*-algebra ag into the C*-algebra 
Introduce the C *-algebra smb a¢. 
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Tr~" . . . .  -: 5.1. The algebras sC/G and smb~ ¢ are isometrically isomor- 
phic. The isomorphism is given by {A n} + G ~ stub{An}. 
COROLLARY 5.1. For each sequence {An} ES~ the sequence {11 Anll} con- 
verges, and its limit is equal to Ilsmb{AJII (lim n -~o~ II Anll = Ilsmb{A,}ll). 
PROBLEM. Let {An} ~¢ be defining for A ~ '  (~ defined as in 
Section 3), and let A be Fredholm. Describe all sequences {Bn}Eo~. 
fulfilling 
{ A. BnA.} - {An} E G, 
{BnAnBn} - {B,,} ~ G, 
{(BnAn)* } - {BnAn} E G, 
(5.2) 
{(AnBn)* } - {AnBn} ~ G. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let {A n} ~.~¢ be defining for A E~,  and let A be 
Fredholm. Then the above problem possesses olutions {B,,} ~..~¢, one of 
which is given by { B °} ~ xg, where for n large enough 
B ° = ( A* A n + PnPkerAPn + WnPkerXWn) -1 An ( A = ~¥2{ An})" 
Further, any two solutions {Bn}, {C n} ~¢ differ by a sequence belonging 
toG. 
Proof. Repeat he proof of Theorem 3.1. • 
REMARK 5.1. We have not been able to carry over the assertions of 
Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.2. The reason is that for A = aP + bQ the 
equality W~ A W n = Pn fii Pn is not valid. 
REMARK 5.2. The assumption a, b ~ CNxN(-]-) is essential. For a, b 
PCNxN(qI-) further homomorphisms have to be included in a related ap- 
proach. Therefore, Theorem 5.2 should b~' modified for this more general 
situation. This will be done in a forthcoming paper. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
Having some approximation sequence for a linear operator A, one can try 
to include the underlying sequence in a suitably constructed algebra. The 
main question is the following: Does this algebra dmit a symbol calculus? If 
the answer is positive, one has a real chance to study the asymptotic 
Moore-Penrose invertibility in the sense treated above. A variety of approxi- 
mation methods are of special interest, including the spline approximation 
(Galerkin, collocation) and others. Along this line a lot of work remains to be 
done. 
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